Colloidal semiconducting quantum dots ( QDs), also known as nanocrystals, offer a number of advantages in light generation, e.g., for solid-state lighting, biol ogical labeling , and bio -imaging. 3 These applications typically necessitate high quantum eff iciencies in film, preferably with polarized emission in certain applications . One of the major problems encountered when working with films of these QDs is the decrease in their fluorescence quantum efficiency in the solid for m. Another technical challenge is to obtain anis otropic emission from these QDs. Recently plasmonics has enabled a wide range of important applications related to nanocrystals including metal enhanced light generation and plasmonic biosensing.
Colloidal semiconducting quantum dots ( QDs), also known as nanocrystals, offer a number of advantages in light generation, e.g., for
solid-state lighting, biol ogical labeling , and bio -imaging. 3 These applications typically necessitate high quantum eff iciencies in film, preferably with polarized emission in certain applications . One of the major problems encountered when working with films of these QDs is the decrease in their fluorescence quantum efficiency in the solid for m. Another technical challenge is to obtain anis otropic emission from these QDs. Recently plasmonics has enabled a wide range of important applications related to nanocrystals including metal enhanced light generation and plasmonic biosensing. 1, 2 In this work, to address the se difficulties encountered with QD solids, we investigate and demonstrate anisotropic enhanced emission from semiconductor quantum dots placed in multilayered plasmon resonator nanocomposite s using strong plasmon-exciton interactions . In these metal nanoparticle (MNP) resonator architectures, we show that highly isotropic nature of QD emission c an desirably be altered through modifying emission kinetics by plasmon coupling , while also enhancing the overall QD emission. To date plasmo n coupling of such QDs has been widely studied using various methods including the self-assembly of a monolayer of QDs and a monolayer of M NPs. However, previous works studied only the plasmonic coupling of a QD film located either on top or bottom of the metal nanostructure layer , focusing on the resulting bilayer systems of MNPs and QDs . On the other hand , the emission polarization has been investigated and observed for only antisymmetric particle systems such as semiconductor nanorods. Different than th e previous reports, here our work focuses on the demonstration of plasmon -coupled QD solids in a three -dimensional construction by repeating QD -MNP unit cells to increase the quantum efficiency of the composite film and modify the isotropic emission nature of QDs in plasmonic cavities. In our bottom -up approach, the polarization properties are significantly modified , resulting in a 80% of emission in verti cal polarization, and a quantum efficiency of 30% is achieved for the se plasmonic QD-composite films. Plasmonic coupling of CdTe QD layer using Au nanoparticles in a bilayer system has been previously reported both for on-resonance 2 and off-resonance 3 spectral conditions. However , one of the most important conditions for strong plasmon-exciton interaction s is the spectral overlap between plasmon resonance wavelength of MNPs and emission wavelength of QDs. In our experiments, w e observe strong on-resonance plasmon coupling of CdTe QDs, which is also supported by o ur numerical calculation s. As depicted in Fig . 1(a)-(b) there is a significant red -shift in the localized plasmon resonance wavelength of MNPs when they are cast into a closely-packed film. In our design, w e intentionally use short gaps between MNP layers in each plasmon resonator since the generated local ized electric field is increased as the gap in the resonator is decreased . This is also supported by our simulation results , and with very recent theoretical and computational calculations in the literature. [4] [5] Electric field intensity decays rapidly in a single unit cell ( Fig. 2(a) ) but increases and elongat es through separation gap in the case of 2 -and 5-times repeating cavity-forming unit cells (Fig . 2(b)-(c) ). In our proposition, CdTe QD layers are exposed to dramatically stronger plasmonic coupling when placed in these plasmonic resonators made by vertically layer-by-layer assembl ing of several QD and MNP layers in groups on top of each other . We use a polarizer -integrated time -correlated single photon counting system with precis e cut-off filters for anisotropy measurement s. Fig. 1( c) shows time -resolved fluorescence decay curves of CdTe QD composites , all recorded in the same vertical excitation polarization but in different orientations of collection polarization. The emission kinetics of these QD solids is highly modifie d when they are embedded in the coupled plasmonic resonator structure. Using Picoquant FluoFit software we calculated the estimated steady -state anisotropy value of the CdTe QD films, which is increased from 0.02 to 0.26 in the presence of plasmon resonato r structures as a result of artificial three -dimensional film construction. By integration of the decay curves over time, we measure 80% of the emission is in the vertical polarization and the total emission enhanced by a factor of 4.4 folds as a result o f plasmon coupling in this composite film.
In this plasmonic composite architecture, three monolayers of metal spheres are assembled one after the other as one group in vertical direction (with less than 1 nm spacing) before placing QDs in their cavity . Surface characterization via a tomic force microscopy for this three-monolayer Au nanoparticles film shows that they are placed on top of each other in vertical direction, with some having 2 particles and with some having 3 particles on top of each other . These MNPs then serve together as a group like metal nanorods. As depicted in Fig. 2 (a) , 2 (b), and 2 (c), the group of triple Au nanoparticle simulation results match well with half sphere end Au nanorod simulations given correspondingly in Fig 2 (d) , 2 (e), and 2(f). This shows that nanorod-like anti -symmetrical localized surface plasmons are generated from the groups of spherically symmetric Au NPs. In conclusion, using our artificial three -dimensional plasmon resonator nanocomposite structure , the emission characteristics of CdTe quantum dot solids were strongly modified . In multilayered nanocomposite structure quantum dot decay lifetime was substantially shortened; the QD emission wa s enhanced by a factor of 4.4 , becoming highly anisotropic ; and the quantum e fficiency was increased to 30% in film. This strong plasmon coupling of excitons in such artificial three -dimensional plasmon resonator composites holds great promise for the achievement of highly efficient and anisotropic emitters for their possible end uses in the future optoelectronic and biophotonic technologies.
